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Canon shutter speed cheat sheet

To take your photograph to the next level and make perfectly exposed photos, it's important to understand and master the shutter speed and its relationship to the exhibition. However, what is even more exciting and difficult is to use shutter speed as an artistic tool to achieve amazing effects. Whether you want to master shutter speed as
part of Exposure Triangle or use it artistically, the shutter speed cheat sheet makes things a lot easier! Full shutdown, 1/2 stop, 1/3 shutdown The equation behind the relationship between exposure and shutter speed is simple; By doubling or halving the shutter speed, you change the exposure value by 1 stop. However, the introduction of
digital cameras has changed everything by no longer restricting how much we can change shutter speed. Some cameras allow us to change the speed by half or even a third of a stop. Use the shutter speed cheat sheet to help you estimate and calculate your exposure. Safe shutter speed Using the right shutter speed is essential to
photograph moving objects. Look at the shutter speed cheat sheet to see how speed directly affects the sharpness of the image. Light The cheat sheet illustrates how faster shutter speed means less light reaches the camera sensor and a longer shutter speed means that more light reaches the sensor. Artistically shooting with shutter
speed cheat sheet birds in flight 1/2000 Wildlife photographers generally use a 1/2000th of a second shutter speed to ensure that the birds in flight are sharp. In the end, you can reduce the speed to 1/400th to give the bird a sharp body and fuzzy wings. Action Sports Shutter Speed is crucial in fast-moving sports like football and football
where a shutter speed between 1/500th and 1/1000th freezes the action to create crisp and crisp images. Street photography 1/250th - 1/500th Most streets are in constant motion with pedestrians and vehicles. This is why shutter speed is essential to produce the right exposure and avoid soft or blurry images. Street Photography 1/250th,
f/8, ISO 100. Landscapes 1/125th - 1/4 Shutter speed varies according to landscapes and techniques. When using a tripod, a slower shutter speed of 1/8th or 1/4 of a second is acceptable. However, to avoid blurry images when shooting by hand, you need to use a faster shutter speed. Landscape 1/125th, f/8, ISO 100. Panorama cars
1/15th - Panorama is an artistic effect created when a slower shutter speed of 1/15th to 1/60th is used to track a moving object like a car. This causes the car to stay in focus while its environment is completely blurred. Waterfalls 1/8th - 2 seconds Capturing fast-moving water with a longer shutter speed creates a visual motion blur effect
that doesn't exist in reality. Cascade 1/6th, f/20, ISO 100. Water scramble half - 5 seconds For waters that move more slowly like ocean, lakes and rivers, you need to use a slower shutter speed than that a second to create dreamlike landscapes and seascapes with silky and smooth water. Slow water 4 seconds, f/6.3, ISO 100. Fireworks
2-8 seconds Capturing fireworks can be exceptionally difficult. Faster shutter speed gives a grain of light through a dark sky and slower speed creates a blurred and overexposed image. Try using a shutter speed of 3-5 seconds for optimal results. Stars 15-25 seconds As fireworks, shooting at the stars requires balance. Faster shutter
speed produces tiny, dark stars, but a longer shutter speed (more than 30 seconds) produces a drag effect. For the brightest and brightest stars, try a shutter speed of between 15 and 25 seconds. Star Trails Enjoy the earth spinning on its axis by opening the shutter speed long enough to capture the trail of the stars. This is often done
with a shutter speed of 15 minutes (or more) (exposure time). However, you can create the same effect digitally by taking a series of photos (100 degrees) with an exposure of 30 seconds each. Later, mix the images together using editing software to create a gorgeous track effect. Scroll down for your cheatall sheet, but the most basic
cameras offer control over shutter speed, and this is one of the main ways we determine how our images end up looking. But what exactly is shutter speed? And what do photographers mean when they refer to one stop or two stops? Read on to find out what you need to know. What is shutter speed? Shutter speed is part of the exposure
triangle, the other two parts being the aperture and isO. While the aperture controls the size of the aperture inside the lens is for light to pass through, and ISO how much light is needed to create the image, shutter speed dictates how long the camera sensor is exposed to light. The right balance of the three is what each photographer
should consider if they want to achieve the image they expect. Read more: Cheat sheet: Large vs narrow apertureThe best way to control shutter speed is to turn the camera's fashion dial (assuming it has one) to the shutter priority setting. Depending on the camera you are using, this TV will be marked (which means time value) or just S.
Once in this mode, you just turn a control dial on your camera and you should see a figure in the viewfinder and/or LCD screen jump between values 1/125, 1/250, 1/500 and so on - and that's your shutter speed.1/125 is 1/125sec, which means the shutter inside your camera will be open for twenty-fifths of a second. It may be a physical or
electronic shutter, but the principle is the same and your camera's sensor is exposed to light for that period of time. Read more: Why do small openings have a lot of f? If you then change the shutter speed to 1/250sec, you allow half as much light to pass to the sensor. Change it once again to 1/500sec and you split it in half again, again,
then another halving would be 1/1000sec, and so on. Every time you cut it in half, or go upside down and double it, you move through what is known as a stop. Thus, a shutter speed of 1/125sec is a stop brighter than 1/250sec, which you let in twice as much light. As you should be able to see when you adjust this, there are other settings
between them. Most cameras tend to move in third stop increments, so you end up going from 1/125sec to 1/250sec via 1/180sec and 1/200sec options. If you ever use manual exposure mode, or exposure compensation, you may already know this idea of stops. Each point or line on the exposure scale inside your viewfinder (or on the
LCD screen) represents one-third of a stop, and a sharper line indicates a complete shutdown. This graphical user interface (GUI) from a Nikon camera displays a shutter speed of 1/100sec on the left side. The exposure scale in the middle of the screen has lines to display increments and full-stop points between them to display mid-stop
increments. Unless you use exposure compensation, the marker under these should not move into Shutter Priority mode as your camera will automatically adjust the aperture to compensate for the changes you make. The aperture also moves in complete increments and third stop, and as you change the shutter speed, the aperture
automatically adjusts, or needs to be adjusted, to keep the exposure balanced. So, if you choose a very fast shutter speed, your aperture will need to be wider in order to let in the same amount of light as if you were using a slower shutter speed (assuming you have your ISO set at a certain setting, rather than left to the car). If you want to
know more about the types of shutter speeds are appropriate for different types of images, check out this cheat sheet here. Click on the top right corner to enlarge this cheat sheet More - More photography cheat sheets - More photography tips Scroll down for your cheat sheetThe ability to regulate shutter speed is one of the main ways
we can decide how an image turns out. The right shutter speed will help freeze moving subjects to make sure they are sharp, or alternatively scramble them enough for the creative effect. For daily shooting, it's also useful to know the lowest shutter speed you can get away with for a to keep the image quality as you would expect. Just like
the aperture, you can leave it all to the camera if you like, but sooner or later you can start to feel like you don't get the kind of images you want. Your camera may be the right one for everyday images, but there will be occasions when you may want to take control in your own hands. So when should you use slow shutter speeds and when
should you use them faster? As a general rule, you should try to stick to the fastest end of the When shooting moving subjects, the ones you want to stay strong. So when you're photographing sports or people moving around, for example. Read more: Cheat Sheet: How to understand iso slower shutter speeds, during this time, are
sometimes needed when shooting in low light, although you may also want to use them when using a tripod. In such a situation, you can choose a slow shutter speed so that you can use a small aperture, in order to keep everything in the scene focused. Alternatively, you can blur the movement of water, circulation or clouds - and for that,
a tripod is pretty much essential. There are exceptions to these rules. For example, you can use a relatively slow shutter speed with a moving subject when using a technique called pan. Here you move the camera in tandem with the subject, so that you end up capturing it strongly on a blurry background. So how can you change the
shutter speed? Simply head to your camera's fashion dial and turn it to the Shutter Priority option. Depending on your camera, this should be marked TV or S. You now need to activate a control dial on your camera, near where your shutter release button is located, which should adjust this shutter speed across the available range. Our
cheat sheet will give you some additional ideas and advice on using the right shutter speed in different situations. Keep it handy and never get lost again! Click on the top right corner of the image to enlarge Read more: Get all our great photography cheat sheets here
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